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Individual Pressure Tactics- 
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Group Pressure Tactics-
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The Person The Athlete 
Program - Life Coaching 
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The Parent(s) 
Role & Life 
Coaching         

(5)  

We play with speed and physicality all the time to limit time and space and control the puck possession game. We have 
a role to play with and without the puck every moment we are on the ice. We know our role and how to execute.

Skating:                             
- Forward                            
- Backward                          
- Tight turns/edge control                     
- Agility and balance          
Note: Focus on athletic 
posture, balance 

Ability to pressure up in balance 
offensively and defensively with 
perfect posture.  

Ability to play team defence 
with structure and puck 
support in both man and zone 
coverage situations

Emotional Intelligence STEP UP

Shooting:                          
- Wrist                                
- Backhand                         
- Slap shot                           
- Snap shot                                                     
- Top shelf in tight                

Ability to play proper GAPs in 
the Neutral Zone to limit time 
and space and play with 
pressure 

Ability to support the puck 
offensively in the DZ as a 
group to support exits strong 
side and with the use of the 
width and depth of the ice 
surface under pressure

Education

Passing:                                  
- Forehand                             
- Backhand                            
- Touch                             
- Saucer                                
- Chips                                  
- Indirect-own the boards 
- Deception shoot/pass                            

Ability to play man coverage 
effectively with a swivel head, 
stops and starts and good 
technique

Ability to outnumber or 
overload effectively as a 
group offensively and 
defensively with knowledge 
and execution of our roles

Family and Friends

Stick Handling & Puck 
Control:                                 
- Forward                         
- Backward                           
- Tight or confined space    
- Deking                                 
- Through the opponent     
- Around the opponent       
- Full speed carry               
Note: Focus on proper 
use of the wrist, hands 
and forearms and puck/
stick locations. 
Importance of balance 
and posture is critical.                      

Ability to angle and take away 
ice always protecting open ice 
and middle ice  

Ability to apply pressure as 
group with structure

Character, Self- Reliance 
and Accountability

Checking:                           
- Stick body puck              
- Body stick puck              
- Shoulder check               
- Pinning                           
- Angling Technique                                 
- Man coverage net zone   
- Poke and Sweep             
- D Blue Line Play              
- Stops and starts              
- One on One, NoDriveby                         
Note: Focus on athletic 
posture for balance with 
effective use of the stick 
and body.                              
We NEVER hit from 
behind, charge, board, hit 
to the head. RESPECT. 
We NEVER hold, slash or 
hook because we take 
the extra stride into the 
opponent and play the 
body.

Ability to forecheck in the NZ & 
OZ with speed and quality 
execution

Ability to defend the NZ as a 
group with execution of 
pressure GAPS and transition 
to offence with ease or 
regroup with structure and 
quality puck support and 
passing lanes

Mental Toughness ENCOURAGE & 
SUPPORT OUR 
KIDS
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Ability to take the puck to the 
net

Ability to execute a puck 
recovery plan in all three 
zones as a group

Coach-Ability & 
Understanding 
Expectations

Ability to create plays with the 
puck and without the puck by 
getting open and setting a 
passing lane

Ability to control the puck and 
take the puck to the net from 
below the hash marks as a 
line and five player unit

Competitiveness

Ability to play effectively in 
tight or confined space

Motivation & Excellence

Ability to win One-on-One 
battles along the boards and in 
open ice offensively and 
defensively with good technique 
and execution

Attack off the Rush with 
Pressure - Two on One, 
Three on Two, Two on Two

Goal Setting-Planning-
Commitment

STEP BACK & 
BE PASSIVE 
OBSERVERS

Ability to back check and 
provide defensive puck support

Ability to cycle the puck as a 
line and five player unit

The Opponent and 
Game Officials

Ability to engage our D 
pairing in the offensive game 
to create more scoring in all 
three zones

Happiness

Ability to play body-stick-puck 
or stick-body-puck to effectively 
apply pressure 

Control the puck along the 
boards and in open ice

Student of the Game

Team Player and Quality 
Teammate

Ability to block shots one knee 
down and leaving feet as 
required

Know Your Role and 
How to Execute
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